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ABSTRACT
Lead-free oxide perovskite materials are produced to ensure that no toxic or dangerous
waste is released into the environment, although this technique often requires a hightemperature synthesis method. Nevertheless, the development of an environmentally friendly
chemical process to carry out the synthesis of perovskite material in the laboratory at low
temperature is a major challenge. In this investigation, to lower the temperature of the
thermal treatment, (1-x)(Na0.5Bi0.5)TiO3-xBaTiO3 (abbreviated as (1-x)NBT-xBT) ceramics
were synthesized using two different methods: a hydrothermal method and a conventional
calcination process (solid-state), using the same reagents. The effects of various synthesis
techniques on the composition, structure, morphology, and dielectric properties of the (1x)NBT-xBT ceramics were registered and examined. The XRD plots taken at ambient
temperature were used to verify the phase formation of the samples. The occurrence of
functional bands was also verified by Raman spectroscopy at ambient temperature. Using
the Rietveld refinement method were able to detect the morphotropic phase boundary (MPB)
near x=0.05-0.07. When the hydrothermal process was adopted, the (1-x)NBT-xBT ceramics
show a single perovskite structure sintered at 1000°C. Moreover, scanning Electron
Microscopy (SEM) examination revealed a uniform distribution of grains and a significant
change in grain size with the increase in BaTiO 3 concentration when compared to the
conventional method. The microstructure of ceramics is generally strongly influenced by the
method used to prepare the powders, which has a considerable impact on their performance.
Piezoelectric and dielectric properties of the specimens have been compared with the
properties of those prepared by the hydrothermal process. Thus, the choice of the suitable
synthesis method depends on the desired properties of the (1-x)NBT-xBT materials.
Keywords: (1-x)NBT-xBT, Dielectric measurements, Hydrothermal method, Piezoelectric
properties, Rietveld refinement, Raman Spectroscopy.

1. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, environmental concerns have intensified due to global warming and climate
change. [1][2] Therefore, it is strongly advised to develop non-toxic components in order to avoid
lead-based ferroelectric materials in various equipment, such as, for example, actuators,
transducers, filters, multilayer capacitors, etc.[3][4]
Since bismuth is similar to lead in both mass and the outermost electron layer, it is likely to be
used in place of lead in ferroelectric materials.[5] A considerable amount of research and
development has been focused on the industrial applications of (1-x)(Na0.5Bi0.5)TiO3-xBaTiO3
(abbreviated as (1-x)NBT-xBT) samples in various electromechanical devices and the high-density
storage instruments such as Na0.5Bi0.5TiO3 (abbreviated as NBT) provide the possibility that its
electrical properties could be affected by the addition of several other combinations of ions on A
site and/or on high valence B site of the ABO3 perovskite structure.[6][7] In addition, the (1x)NBT-xBT that is very near the morphotropic phase boundary (MPB) has been largely examined
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based on its excellent dielectric and piezoelectric properties.[8][9][10]. The study of the structure
of a material is a necessary condition to identify its qualities, and the choice of an appropriate
synthesis process is crucial to determine the properties of the desired material. [1][11]
The solid-state method is an approach that mainly consists of calcining mixtures of stoichiometric
products (BaCO3, Na2CO3, Bi2O3, and TiO2) at 1000°C. The alteration of the synthesis route, thermal
treatment or processing condition in these ceramics also yielded quite radical results with regard
to the structural and dielectric properties. [12][13][14] Moreover, these properties depend
greatly on the ratios between the metallic elements, impurities, microstructure, and grain
sizes.[15]
(1-x)NBT-xBT ceramics have been widely developed by solid-state reaction process utilizing
oxides as the starting materials requiring a high calcination temperature to form the perovskite
phase who normally leads to particle coarsening and aggregation, which is accountable for poor
microstructure and consequently, the electrical properties of the (1-x)NBT-xBT ceramics will be
degraded.[16] Furthermore, the high volatility of Bismuth and sodium (offset A-site cations) due
to high-temperature (~1000°C) calcination generates another synthesis problem. Besides, in this
case, a large excess of Bi2CO3 was incorporated to counteract the evaporation of the oxide.[17]
Such a large excess of Bi2CO3 is susceptible to difficulties in adjusting the final product composition
and may lead to degradation of the electrical properties of (1-x)NBT-xBT ceramics. [18]
To correct this problem, several wet chemical routes are also explored to produce (1-x)NBT-xBT
powders at lower synthesis temperatures with high chemical homogeneity. This includes sol-gel
process, the chemical co-precipitation method, solvothermal, and hydrothermal methods.
Between them, the hydrothermal process has the advantages of synthesizing micro-size powder
with good crystallinity, high dielectric constant, and chemical activity in a process that is difficult
to manage, but it allows better purity and homogeneity of the compounds to be obtained
compared to high-temperature calcination (solid-state method).[19]
This is because hydrothermal crystallization occurs as a self-purifying mechanism, at the moment
when the growing crystals/crystallites will tend towards rejecting the impurities contained in the
growth environment, which does not occur during other synthesis routes, such as solid-state.
[20][21]
A considerable advantage of hydrothermal synthesis is that the low reaction temperatures
(T≤200ºC) also avoid the difficulties mentioned earlier regarding high-temperature treatments,
for instance, inadequate control of stoichiometry due to volatilization of components (e.g., Bi
volatilization in ceramics). [17][22]
Therefore, in order to clarify the morphology mechanism of (1-x)NBT-xBT particles in
hydrothermal synthesis, a more detailed examination is needed. It should be remembered that a
few reports of comparative studies are published in the literature [11][23], exploring the
relationship between the sintering conditions and the piezoelectric properties of these materials
alone.
In this work, (1-x)NBT-xBT ceramics were prepared by the hydrothermal process and solid-state
method, respectively. The influence of synthesis parameters on the phase structure of (1-x)NBTxBT compounds has been examined in a systematic approach. The structural, microstructure,
dielectric, ferroelectric, and piezoelectric properties obtained from hydrothermal, and solid-state
synthesized (1-x)NBT-xBT materials were discussed and compared. In addition, experiments with
relative piezo-response were explored as a means of gathering information on domain patterns
and mechanical properties. This work enables the implementation of a simple and
environmentally friendly preparation method for high-quality (1-x)NBT-xBT ceramics.
2. Experimental
2.1. Sample preparation
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In the present research, all reagents (oxides and carbonates) were obtained in an analytical grade
from commercial sources without any further purification.[24][25] The perovskite-type (1x)NBT-xBT (x= 0.00; 0.03; 0.05; 0.06; 0.07; 0.08 and 0.10) compounds were synthesized by
employing a conventional solid-state reaction and hydrothermal route, respectively, and their
structural and electrical properties were compared.
Solid-state reaction
Polycrystalline NBT specimens have been successfully produced by means of the solid-state route
using the high-purity starting elements Bi2O3 and TiO2 (AppliChem GmbH; 99.97%) and the
carbonates BaCO3, Na2CO3 (AppliChem GmbH; 99.97%). The powders in the stoichiometric ratios
were carefully ground in an agate mortar in acetone medium and then calcined at different
temperatures (800, 900 and 1000°C) for 4 hours in order to determine the optimal temperature
for the formation of pure phase, with a temperature increase at a rate of 3°C/min, then a cooling
which follows the inertia of the furnace until room temperature. The specimens have been pressed
using 2% polyvinyl alcohol as a binder at a pressure of 6 tons for 3min into disks of a suitable size
and subsequently sintered at 1100°C in air in a regulated furnace for 4 hours. The details of the
treatment conditions are provided elsewhere.[17]
Hydrothermal process
Bismuth oxide (Bi2O3), barium carbonate (BaCO3), and titanium oxide (TiO2) have been employed
as bismuth precursor, barium precursor and titanium elements respectively. Sodium hydroxide
(NaOH) was employed as a sodium precursor and mineralizer. For the hydrothermal synthesis of
NBT, stoichiometric amounts of the starting products were carried out in a Teflon autoclave (50
mL) in the presence of NaOH solution (10 M). The reaction temperature was at 200 °C and the
reaction duration was 24 h. The autoclave has been allowed to cool to ambient temperature
naturally after the reactions have been finished. The materials underwent filtration, and were
washed several times with distilled water and allowed to dry at 80 °C overnight (see Figure 1).
Hydrothermally synthesized NBT ceramics were then mixed with 2.0 wt% polyvinyl alcohol (PVA)
as a binder and plasticizer, then pressed into discs with a diameter of 12.0 mm and a thickness of
1.5 mm. The pellets were sintered at 1000 °C for 4 hours at ambient room temperature. The mean
diameter and thickness of the sintered specimens consisted of 10.0 mm and 1.0 mm, respectively
.[26]
2.2. Characterization of NBT
XRD analysis: The crystal structure of the different materials has been established by means of
X-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements with a (XPERT-PRO; CuKα radiation: =1.54 06Å).
Crystallite sizes, crystal fractions, lattice constants and weight fractions have also been derived
from Rietveld fitting of the diffraction results.
Raman spectroscopy measurement: The relationship between the Raman band and various
types of atomic interaction was investigated using a Raman spectrometer equipped with a
monochromatic light source of wavelength 410 nm. After sample processing, the Raman spectra
were registered at room temperature.
Scanning electron microscope measurement: Pellets are sintered at 1100°C for 4 hours after
being uniaxially pressed in a cylindrical mold (d= 12mm) at a pressure of around 10 tons, and
then polished with extremely fine abrasive paper to make the two surfaces flat and parallel.
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) (Quanta 200) was used to examine the grains'
microstructural and morphological properties at a 10 kV accelerating voltage.
Dielectric properties measurement: An Agilent impedance analyzer was used to investigate the
temperature-dependent dielectric characteristics of solid solutions at frequencies up to 1MHZ and
temperatures up to 600°C.The zview impedance software has been employed to fit the
experimental impedance measurements.
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Piezoelectric properties: Using a resonant-antiresonant frequency approach, the electromechanical coupling factor (kp) was calculated.

Figure 1. Graphical depiction of all the steps in the synthesis of (1-x)NBT-xBT samples

3.

Results and discussion

3.1. Phase Identification Analysis
3.1.1. Preparation of (Na0.5Bi0.5)TiO3 through solid-state technique
X-ray diffraction (XRD) analyses were also performed to determine the formation of crystalline
phases, the degree of crystallinity and the crystallite size of the different powders obtained by
both methods. The NBT specimens, which have been produced according to the solid-state
process, is calcined at different temperatures ranging from 800 to 1000°C for 4 hours to obtain
the best possible calcination temperature. Figure 2 illustrates the appropriate XRD patterns. From
Figure 2, it is noticed that the NBT phase formation occurs at a temperature of 800°C. With
increasing temperature, the percentage of the secondary phase decreases and the NBT phase
increases. Moreover, the peaks correlated to the secondary phases are Bi4Ti3O12 (JCPDS No.350088) [27][28] and Bi2Ti2O7 (JCPDS No.32-0118)[29] were also identified with low intensities
(marked with an asterisk), which is caused by insufficient reaction temperature between the
initial reagents Bi2O3 and Na2CO3.
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Figure 2. X-ray diffraction (XRD) pattern of NBT specimens treated at various temperatures (800, 900,
and 1000°C) employing solid-state techniques

The intense peaks in this product's XRD diagram, which was calcined at 1000°C for 4 hours, are
indexed to distinct NBT (h k l) planes, and a rhombohedral NBT structure with an R3c space group
has been identified. This indexing corresponds to the JCPDF data file (No.01-070-9850).
Moreover, the calcination temperature of the solid-state processed samples is finally optimized to
1000°C for 4 hours to achieve better phase formation for this investigation.
3.1.2. Preparation of (Na0.5Bi0.5)TiO3 through hydrothermal process
The nucleation and crystal growth process of NBT perovskite is controlled by the reaction rate
that is tied to the reaction temperature in the hydrothermal synthesis process. The hydrothermal
temperature is established at 140, 160, 180, and 200 °C for 24 hours to investigate the effect of
hydrothermal temperature on the structure evolution of the NBT samples, with 10M of NaOH. As
revealed in Figure 3, with a reaction temperature between 140°C and 180°C, even if there is a
predominance of perovskite phase in the different samples, we note the presence of a faint
diffraction peak of the secondary phase Bi4Ti3O12[27][28] (marked with a round black circle).
Moreover, when the hydrothermal temperature rises to 200°C, all the diffraction peaks
correspond well to the ones of the perovskite phase of NBT, and no second phase could be
identified. The results obtained suggest that increasing the reaction temperature leads to a greater
vibrational velocity of Na+, Bi3+ and Ti4+ ions, this has the consequence of increasing the number
of effective collisions between these ions and the increase of the reaction activation energy. Since
the Teflon lining of our autoclave can only withstand temperatures of 200°C, it is more
appropriate to set the reaction temperature at 200°C.
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Figure 3. X-ray diffraction (XRD) pattern of NBT specimens prepared by hydrothermal process, treated at
different temperatures (140, 160, 180 and 200°C)

However, the synthesis temperature of the pure NBT sample produced via the current
hydrothermal technique is significantly lower than that needed for the solid-state method.
Moreover, it is observed that there is no intermediate phase of Bi2Ti2O7 [27] pyrochlore produced
in the present hydrothermal technique, this could be due to a different pathway in the formation
of the perovskite phase than the solid-state method, and the exact reason is still being
investigated. Hence, in contrast to the conventional solid-state calcination approach, the
hydrothermal process leads to the formation of a nearly single-phase NBT at approximately
(~200°C) much lower temperature.
3.1.3. Rietveld Refinement analysis
Following that, using the "FULLPROF" software, the diffraction data are subsequently treated by
the Rietveld refinement method. The Refinement on the composites elaborated in the solid-state
and by the hydrothermal process is realized assuming a rhombohedral structure with a space
group R3c and a good fit was obtained. Depending on the outcomes of the refinement of the
rhombohedral phase, a polyhedral model for each sample has been created through the use of
Diamond software [30] and displayed beside the plots of Figures 4a and 4b. The refined lattice
parameters are included in a full list of crystal structure parameters in Tables 1 and 2. The natures
and typical behavior of these parameters are: Based on the following table, you can see that there
is a difference in the lattice parameters that are obtained as between solid-state and hydrothermal
processes. Moreover, the unit cell lattice parameters for the NBT (solid-state) synthesis is larger
as compared to NBT (hydrothermal). Additionally, the tetragonality defined as (c/a), present a
small difference. This could be explained by a correlation between the unit cell and the high
calcination temperature (solid-state), which is mainly responsible for a decrease in deformations
and defects and thus more room for NBT crystal to get organized and hence the volume gets
higher. Hence, this suggests that the calcination temperature has a substantial impact on the phase
structure of the NBT samples.
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Figure 4a. Rietveld refinement for (Na0.5Bi0.5)TiO3 specimens calcined at 1000°C

Figure 4b. Rietveld refinement for (Na0.5Bi0.5)TiO3 specimens treated at 200°C

Using the Scherrer′ equation (d = 0.9λ/βcosθ) and the entire width at half maximum (FWHM), we
calculated the crystallite sizes of NBT. The XRD plots in Figures 2 and 3 for the NBT
(hydrothermal) sample exhibit a broad peak, meanwhile the XRD plot for the NBT (solid-state)
specimen shows very sharp and narrow peaks. The crystallite sizes (161.31nm) of NBT–
hydrothermal were clearly smaller than those (165.23 nm) of NBT–solid-state. The Rwp=3.67%
and Rwp=3.65% for solid-state and hydrothermal refinements, respectively, at room
temperature, confirm a very good refinement.

Table 1 Structural refined characteristics of NBT produced in solid-state and hydrothermal processes
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NBT
a (Å)
b (Å)
c (Å)
c/a
V (Å3)

Solid-state
5.4915
5.4915
13.5206
2.4621
353.11

Hydrothermal
5.487
5.487
13.5050
2.4613
352.12

Z
Crystalline grain
size (nm)

6

6

165.23

161.31

Space group

R3c
Rhombohedral

R3c
Rhombohedral

Rwp (%)

3.67

3.25

Table 2 Refined structural parameters for solid-state and hydrothermal process NBT
Atoms

Na/Bi

Ti

O

Wyck

Coord-

off

inates

6a

x

0

0

y

0.500

0.545

z

0.273

0.268

x

0

0

y

0

0

z

0.0091

0.0087

x

0.12651

0.13521

y

0.33923

0.34344

z

0.08333

0.08333

6a

18b

Solid-state

Hydrothermal

3.1.4. XRD analysis for (1-x)NBT-xBT
Figures 5(a-b) and 6(a-b) exhibit the X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of (1-x)NBT-xBT, as well as
their Rietveld refinement. The Rietveld refined XRD diagrams have been established utilizing the
pseudo-Voigt function to characterize the peak profiles. The goodness of fit (Rwp) values were
used to validate the fitting quality. All materials for both methods exhibit a pure perovskite
structure phase and no secondary phase could be identified, is implying that Ba2+ has diffused
through the NBT lattice and formed a solid solution. [31][32][33][34] The XRD peak splitting in
the 2Ɵ region of 45.5º-47.5º for various compositions is shown in Fig. 5(b).
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Figure 5. (a) X-ray diffraction plot of the product (1-x)NBT-xBT –( solid-state); (b) Zoom of the peak
(202) in the 45-47° range [17]

Figure 6(a). X-ray diffraction diagram of the ceramic (1-x)NBT-xBT compounds hydrothermally (b) Zoom
of the peak (202) in the 45-47° range [35]

Both peaks, designated (200)R and (002)T, correspond to the rhombohedral and tetragonal
phases, respectively. and the appearance of the morphotropic transformation phase (MPB)
around x = 0.05 was confirmed, which is consistent with current literature.[36][37] By means of
the refinement study (see figure 7 and 8), it was observed that all synthesis methods had a
morphotropic phase boundary (MPB) in the composition region of x= 0.05-0.07 (see table 3).
Consequently, when comparing to the solid-state method, the hydrothermal process results in the
formation of the morphotropic phase boundary (MPB) near x= 0.05-0.07 at a much lower
temperature (200°C). The variation in lattice parameter values of hydrothermal synthesis when
compared to conventional calcination (solid-state) around MPB composition (see table 3), may be
related to the effect of reaction kinematics and internal stress on lattice crystallization, compared
to solid-state samples.
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Figure 7. Rietveld refinement for materials (1-x)NBT-xBT –( solid-state) calcined at 1000 °C. [17]
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Figure 8. Rietveld refinement for materials (1-x)NBT-xBT–( hydrothermal ) treated at 200 °C. [35]
Table 3 The lattice parameters of (1-x)NBT-xBT materials by refinement
xBT

Phase fraction
(%)

Lattice parameters
Hydrothermal
a (Å)
b (Å)
c (Å)

Lattice parameters
Solid-state
a (Å)
b (Å)
c (Å)

0.05

R3c 70.125%
P4bm 29.875 %

5.501
5.498

5.501
5.498

13.488
3.910

5.508
5.497

5.508
5.497

13.516
3.9001

0.06

R3c 68.267%
P4bm 31.733 %

5.514
5.514

5.514
5.514

13.492
3.930

5.528
5.5179

5.528
5.5179

13.517
3.910

0.07

R3c 69.763 %
P4bm 30.237 %

5.519
5.515

5.519
5.515

13.514
3.941

5.528
5.5154

5.528
5.515

13.549
3.923

3.3. Raman Spectroscopy studies
The influence of different synthesis routes will be examined using Raman scattering that will
provide valuable information about the lattice vibrations and crystal structure. The Raman modes
of NBT obtained via solid-state and hydrothermal methods are illustrated in figure 9 ((a) and (b)).
The irreducible representation of optical phonon for the NBT structure possessing the
rhombohedral structure with R3c symmetry is Γvib= 4A1+5A2+9E where A1, E modes are the
Raman and infrared active modes, while the A2 mode is both Raman and infrared inactive
generating a total of 13 Raman active optical phonon modes 25. For NBT-solid-state, four bands,
located at about 137.47, 283.86, 532, 580 and 866 cm-1 are visible.
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Figure 9(a). Raman spectra of various compositions of (1-x)NBT-xBT ceramics (solid-state) [17]

Figure 9(b). Raman spectra of various compositions of (1-x)NBT-xBT ceramics (hydrothermal). [35]

The frequencies of occurrence of these modes are consistent with the ones of the rhombohedral
R3c NBT reported in the literature. The identified peaks are divided into three groups of wave
numbers. There are (1) low wavenumber range of 100–200 cm−1 that is considered to be
associated with Na–O and is attributed to the A1 (TO1) mode symmetry. (2) A mid wavenumber
region of 200–400 cm−1 that is considered associated with Ti–O which are then attributed to
E(TO2) symmetry. This band is highly impacted by all structural transitions. (3) A wavenumber
range of 400–600 cm-1 that appears to be associated to TiO6 octahedra, the splitting of these peaks
in this range suggests that there are two types of A–BO6 interactions in the NBT material. (4) A
high wavenumber at around 800cm−1, which would be associated with oxygen octahedral
vibrations and rotations. In addition to this, similar kind of Raman features was found in the
hydrothermal method, in which a small shift at the center of these bands is revealed (135, 285,
530 and 866 cm−1), respectively.
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Figure 10(a). The deconvoluted Raman spectra of NBT ceramics (solid-state)

Figure 10(b). The deconvoluted Raman spectra of NBT ceramics (hydrothermal)

Therefore, the analyzed Raman modes are similar for both solid state and hydrothermally formed
samples, apart from the variation in relative intensities. We used Peakfit software to deconvolve
the pure NBT Raman spectrum in order to better understand the spectral development, with the
Gaussian and Lorentzian area function as illustrated in Fig. 10(a and b). All modes revealed in this
research are comparable to those previously discussed by Petzelt et al [38] and Wang et al[39].
3.4. Morphological studies
The scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of the (1-x)NBT-xBT materials seen on the surface
of the specimens is shown in Fig.11( a-b ) and 12( a-b ) in solid-state and hydrothermal,
respectively. The microstructure of the samples reveals that they have an optimal density and
minimal vacancies. The solid state material's microstructure is agglomerated, with grain sizes
ranging from 4~5 µm for pure NBT. The hydrothermal ceramic has a grain size of ~20 µm on
average, whereas solid state specimens have a grain size of (~4µm). In addition, the degree of
densification of materials produced by different processes changes significantly. The densities of
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the pellets obtained by the hydrothermal method and the solid state method are 5.980 g/cm3 and
5.860 g/cm3 respectively. Nevertheless, reduced pore size and higher grain size are two reasons
that favor the increase in structural density. According to the different techniques, there is a clear
variation in the average grain size of the samples. On the basis of these results, the grain size of
samples elaborated by hydrothermal route is much higher with reduced porosity in these
ceramics, than that of the ceramics sintered (1100°C) using a traditional furnace, which agrees
with earlier findings.[40][41][42]
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Figure 11(a). Cross-section SEM images of (1-x)NBT-xBT ceramics (solid-state, 10µm magnification) (b)
Average grain size variation with compositions.[16]
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Figure 12(a). Cross-section SEM images of (1-x)NBT-xBT ceramics (hydrothermal, 10µm magnification)
(b) Average grain size variation with compositions. [35]

3.5. Frequency dependent dielectric studies
Table.4 compares the dielectric characteristics of NBT ceramics made by our solid-state
techniques to those of ceramics prepared by the hydrothermal approach. The frequency response
of the relative dielectric constant (εr) and dielectric loss (tanδ) in a significant frequency region
(500Hz-500kHz) for the compound NBT is shown in Fig.13(a-b) and 14(a-b) respectively at
selected temperatures. The dielectric curves of the ceramics synthesized using solid-state reaction
and hydrothermal process were found to be similar. It is clearly remarked from the (εr)-frequency
curve (tanδ)-frequency plot that the relative permittivity and dielectric loss decrease with
increase in frequency and essentially have a constant value at the higher frequencies for all
methods of the synthesis.
Table.4 Dielectric properties of specimens produced via the hydrothermal and solid-state methods for
NBT
Dielectric properties

Hydrothermal
method

Solid-state
method

Ɛr

9549

1531

tanδ

0.085

0.087
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Figure 13(a). Frequency-dependence of dielectric permittivity (r) of NBT sample; (b) tan of the
samples increases with the temperature but reduces with frequency (solid-state).
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Figure 14(a). Frequency-dependence of dielectric relative permittivity (r) of NBT sample; (b) tan of the
samples increases with the temperature but reduces with frequency (hydrothermal)

The decrease of dielectric relative permittivity (εr) with increasing frequency appears to be
attributable to the different polarization of ionic, electronic, dipolar, orientation and space charge
polarization. In the low frequencies, the polarization of the space charge is dominant. Only the
electronic polarization with a long relaxation period survives in the high frequency region, and all
other polarizations vanish. When the pellets are sintered (1000°C) in the hydrothermal treatment,
with a dielectric constant (εr) of 9549 and a dielectric loss (tanδ) of 0.085 (at 300°C), the ceramics
exhibit the best dielectric characteristics. In addition, the increase in the dielectric constant with
an increase in temperature generally comes from the increase in charge carriers blocked at the
grain boundaries.[43][44] Hence, the maximum (r) and minimum (tanδ) are obtained for the NBT
ceramic synthesized by the hydrothermal process since the coarse-grained sample specimen
results in a thinner layer of grain-boundary. The dielectric permittivity (r) and dielectric loss
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(tan) for all temperature exhibit normal behavior. According to an earlier study of Huang et
al.[45]
3.6 Piezoelectric studies
For various approaches, Table 5 groups the values of the piezoelectric constant (d33) and
electromechanical coupling factor (kp) of the NBT ceramics.[46] Electromechanical coupling
coefficient, kp, is determined based on the resonance (fr) and anti-resonance (fa) frequencies, as
shown in the equation (1),(2),(3) and (4):
𝐟 −𝐟

Kp=[2.51* 𝐚𝐟 𝐫]1/2

(1)

𝐫

K31= [
𝟏
𝑺𝑬
𝟏𝟏

=

𝟏−𝝈𝟐𝑬
] Kp2
𝟐

(2)

𝝅𝟐 𝒅𝟐 𝒇𝟐𝒓 (𝟏−𝝈𝑬 )𝝆
𝜼𝟐𝟏

(3)

Where 𝝈𝑬 corresponds to the Poisson factor (𝝈𝑬 = 0.310), 𝝆𝟏 corresponds to the Bessel equation
(𝝆𝟏 = 2.050), d is the disk diameter, and 𝞺 is the density of the disk;
(4)

𝒅𝟑𝟑 = 𝑲𝟑𝟏 √𝝐𝑻𝟑𝟑 𝑺𝑻𝟏𝟏
Where 𝛜𝑻𝟑𝟑 is the longitudinal permittivity component; 𝑺𝑻𝟏𝟏 is the elastic compliance.

The hydrothermal-synthesis NBT ceramics (see table.4) were found to have good electrical
characteristics ((d33=132 pC/N and kp = 23.17), which were superior to those generated by solidstate techniques. These findings demonstrate that the hydrothermal procedure improves
piezoelectric behavior.
Table.5 Piezoelectric properties of specimens produced via the hydrothermal and solid-state methods for
NBT
Piezoelectric
Hydrothermal
Solid-state
properties
method
method
kp

23.17

11.81

d33

132

103
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4. Conclusions
In conclusion, (1-x)NBT-xBT solid solution ceramics based on NBT were fabricated using solidstate and hydrothermal techniques with x=0; 0.01; 0.03; 0.05; 0.06; 0.07; 0.08 and 0.1. XRD
patterns and Rietveld refinement data for both synthesis techniques indicated the morphotropic
phase boundary (MPB) of rhombohedral and tetragonal phases inside the region x=0.05. Raman
spectroscopy also revealed the existence of (MPB) in the solid solution. The diverse preparation
methods resulted in a microstructure with a significant difference in their average grain size. The
NBT sample obtained from the solid structure exhibited an average grain size of ∼4 μm, whereas
large grains with an average grain size of ∼24μm were observed in the NBT sample prepared by
the hydrothermal method. The influence of the grain size variation was taken into consideration
in the dielectric, ferroelectric, and piezoelectric characteristics. The largest piezoelectric constant
d33 of NBT ceramics is about 132 pC/N for those synthesized by the hydrothermal method and
the same remark for the dielectric constant. Consequently, both production processes have a
specific grain distribution that significantly affects the dielectric and piezoelectric characteristics,
due to the internal stresses caused by a large amount of grain boundaries on the grains and the
possible hindrance of the domain barrier movements in ceramics developed by the solid-state.
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